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ABSTRACT

A computer-implemented apparatus and method for commu
nicating partial notifications relating to a presentity's pres
ence information. The communication may be effected
between presence servers and terminals coupled to the pres
ence servers via a network. At least one presentity is identified
to which a terminal has requested presence services. A pres
ence document is created, where the presence document
includes presence information corresponding to the presen
tity. The presence information is configured as partial pres
ence information comprising less than a total of the presence
information available for the presentity. The presence docu
ment having the partial presence information is communi
cated to the terminal requesting the presence information.
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SYSTEM, APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
PROVIDING PARTIAL PRESENCE
NOTIFICATIONS

0001. This application is a continuation of prior applica
tion Ser. No. 10/196,327, filed Jul. 16, 2002, the content of

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0002 This invention relates in general to communica
tions, and more particularly to a system and method for com
municating partial notifications relating to a presentity's pres
ence information.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0003 Mobile and landline/wireline computing devices
have in recent years become a valuable tool in day-to-day
communications. Desktop computers, workStations, and
other wireline computers currently allow users to communi
cate via e-mail, video conferencing, and instant messaging
(IM) to name a few communication applications. Mobile
devices. Such as mobile telephones, handheld computers, per
Sonal digital assistants (PDAs), etc. also assist in day-to-day
communication. Mobile/wireless telephones have conven
tionally served as Voice communication devices, but through
technological advancements have recently proved to be effec
tive devices for communicating data, graphics, etc. Wireless
and landline technologies continue to merge into a more
unified communication system, as user demand for seamless
communications across different platforms increases.
0004. Many communication applications allow for real
time or near real-time communication that falls outside of the
traditional Voice communication associated with wireline and

wireless telephone communications. Chat sessions, instant
messaging, Short Message Service (SMS), video conferenc
ing, are but a few Such communication vehicles. Many of
these types of communications have been well-received by
the communicating public, and are expected to become
increasingly popular, particularly in view of the proliferation
of wireless devices and continual technological break
throughs.
0005. In order to implement such technologies, “pres
ence' technology is used to determine the location, willing
ness to communicate, and other parameters relating to real
time or near real-time communications. Presence technology
generally refers to applications and services that facilitate
location and identification of one or more endpoints to Such
communication links. For example, if a user of a wireless,
handheld device would like to initiate an IM session with

another IM user, presence services may be used to present
users willingness to receive IM messages. Presence services
are an integral part of third generation (3G) wireless net
works, and are intended to be employed across a wide variety
of communication devices.

0006 Current presence service technology includes the
concepts of presentities, presence servers, and watchers. Gen
erally, a presentity can provide information as to its “pres
ence' (e.g., location, willingness to communicate at a certain
time or with certain users, etc.). This information can be
collected and utilized by presence servers, that can notify
authorized “watchers' who are interested in presence infor
mation that certain presence information is available.
Watcher applications may be implemented in wireline and
wireless terminals to obtain presence information from the

presence servers about other users. This may come in the form
of a notification, issued to the watcher by the presence server.
0007 Conventionally, notifications to users/watchers that
a targeted user/device has become available have been sent as
complete presence information. In other words, there are a
number of different pieces of presence information that are
associated with the totality of the presence information, and
original or updated notifications result in sending all of the
presence information to the notification-subscribing users
who are “watching for the particular presence information.
For example, in current IETF presence format specifications
such as the Common Profile for Instant Messaging (CPIM)
Presence Information Data Format (PIDF), all presence infor
mation is sent regardless of whether portions of the informa
tion being sent are already available to the watcher. In some
environments, such as wireless environments, sending all of
the presence information when only some portion of the
information has changed may not be a favorable option, as the
available bandwidth is typically significantly lower than in a
fixed Internet environment.

0008 Existing presence specifications do not provide any
indication whether some data received earlier has become

invalid. This can occur where, for example, watchers change
filtering information, presentities change presence authoriza
tion levels, and presence attributes become unavailable on
networks. Furthermore, the existing specifications do not pro
vide versioning information, which is needed if presence
information is delivered using multiple application protocols,
because protocol-specific versioning mechanisms cannot be
used in Such instances.

0009. Accordingly, there is a need in the communications
industry for a more efficient and convenient manner of pro
viding presence information. The present invention fulfills
these and other needs, and offers other advantages over the
prior art.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0010. The present invention is directed to a system, appa
ratus and method for communicating partial notifications
relating to a presentity's presence information.
0011. In accordance with one embodiment of the inven
tion, a method is provided for communicating presence infor
mation between presence servers and terminals coupled to the
presence servers via a network. The method includes identi
fying at least one presentity to which a terminal has requested
presence services. A presence document is created, where the
presence document includes presence information corre
sponding to the presentity. The presence information is con
figured as partial presence information comprising less than a
total of the presence information available for the presentity.
The presence document having the partial presence informa
tion is communicated to the terminal requesting the presence
information.

0012. In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention, a method is provided for notifying client terminals
of presence information. The method includes creating a
presence document for use by at least one terminal requesting
presence information regarding a presentity. Creating a pres
ence document includes creating at least one tuple, wherein
the tuple includes a version value indicating a version of the
tuple relative to previous versions of the tuple, and associat
ing presence information with the tuple, wherein the presence
information comprises a Subset of the presentity's complete
set of presence information. The presence document is sent to
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the client terminal requesting the presence information,
where the version value provided via the tuple is compared to
a current version value stored on the client terminal. The

client terminal is directed to update presence information
associated with the tuple, if the version value provided via the
tuple indicates new presence information is available for that
tuple.
0013. In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention, a presence awareness system is provided. The sys
tem includes at least one terminal having a watcher applica
tion that watches for presence information corresponding to a
presentity. At least one presence server is provided, which is
coupled to the terminal via a network. The presence server
includes a processor configured to identify at least one pre
sentity to which the watcher application has requested pres
ence services. Via the processor (and other computing ele
ments), a presence document including the presence
information corresponding to the presentity is provided. The
presence information is configured as partial presence infor
mation having less than the total of the presence information
available for the presentity. The presence document having
the partial presence information is communicated to the
watcher application of the terminal requesting the presence
information.

0014. In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention, a presence server is provided, where the presence
server is coupled to a plurality of terminals via a network. The
presence server communicates presence information to one
or more of the plurality of terminals via the network. The
presence server includes a memory configured to store pres
ence information for a plurality of presentities, and to store
terminal subscriptions for terminals authorized to receive the
presence information for one or more of the presentities. A
processing system is provided with the presence server, and is
configured to identify at least one presentity to which a par
ticular terminal has subscribed, and to create a presence docu
ment including the presence information corresponding to the
presentity, where the presence information is configured as
partial presence information corresponding to a Subset of a set
of presence information available for the presentity. A data
transmission module is coupled to the processing system to
communicate the partial presence information via the pres
ence document to the Subscribing terminal over the network.
0.015. In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention, a computer-implemented method is provided,
where a computer-readable medium has stored thereon com
puter-executable instructions for communicating presence
information between presence servers and terminals coupled
to the presence servers via a network. The instructions may be
executed to communicate presence information between
presence servers and terminals coupled to the presence Serv
ers via a network, and to identify at least one presentity to
which a terminal has requested presence services. The
instructions facilitate creation of a presence document, where
the presence document includes presence information corre
sponding to the presentity, and where the presence informa
tion is configured as partial presence information comprising
less than a total of the presence information available for the
presentity. The instructions further facilitate communicating
the presence document having the partial presence informa
tion to the terminal requesting the presence information.
0016. In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention, a computer-implemented method is provided,
where a computer-readable medium has stored thereon com

puter-executable instructions for notifying client terminals of
presence information. The instructions may be executed to
create a presence document for use by at least one terminal
requesting presence information regarding a presentity,
where the creation of the presence document involves creat
ing at least one tuple that includes a version value indicating
a version of the tuple relative to previous versions of the tuple.
The instructions facilitate association of presence informa
tion with the tuple, where the presence information includes
a Subset of the presentity's complete set of presence informa
tion. The instructions facilitate transmission of the presence
document to the client terminal requesting the presence infor
mation, where the version value provided via the tuple is
compared to a current version value stored on the client ter
minal. The instructions direct the client terminal to update
presence information associated with the tuple, if the version
value provided via the tuple indicates new presence informa
tion is available for that tuple.
0017. According to another embodiment of the invention,
a computer data signal is embodied in a carrier wave or
otherwise transmitted by a computing system which encodes
a computer program for communicating presence informa
tion between presence servers and terminals coupled to the
presence servers via a network. The computer program
includes instructions for identifying at least one presentity to
which a terminal has requested presence services, creating a
presence document including presence information corre
sponding to the presentity, configuring the presence informa
tion as partial presence information comprising less than a
total of the presence information available for the presentity,
and communicating the presence document having the partial
presence information to the terminal requesting the presence
information.

0018. The above summary of the present invention is not
intended to describe each illustrated embodiment or imple
mentation of the present invention. This is the purpose of the
representative figures and associated discussion which fol
lows.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0019. The invention is described in connection with the
embodiments illustrated in the following diagrams.
0020 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a representa
tive presence service system in which the principles of the
present invention are applicable;
0021 FIG. 2 illustrates a representative messaging flow
that may be used in connection with the present invention;
0022 FIG. 3 illustrates a representative namespace exten
sion facilitating the use of partial notifications in accordance
with the principles of the present invention;
0023 FIG. 4 illustrates a representative program segment
implementing one embodiment of the namespace extension
in accordance with the present invention;
0024 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary
embodiment for providing partial notifications to a watcher
application in accordance with the invention;
0025 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary
embodiment of a method for processing presence information
received at a client device in accordance with the present
invention;

0026 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary
embodiment of a method for communicating information
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between presence servers and terminals coupled to the pres
ence servers via a network, independent of any particular
interface format;

0027 FIG. 8 illustrates an example of a representative
mobile terminal computing system capable of carrying out
operations in accordance with the invention; and
0028 FIG. 9 illustrates an example of a representative
computing system capable of Supplying presence informa
tion in accordance with the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

0029. A portion of the disclosure of this patent document
contains material which is subject to copyright protection.
The copyright owner has no objection to the reproduction of
the patent document or the patent disclosure, as it appears in
the Patent and Trademark Office patent file or records, but
otherwise reserves all copyrights and associated copyright
ownership privileges.
0030. In the following description of the exemplary
embodiment, reference is made to the accompanying draw
ings which form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way
of illustration the specific embodiment in which the invention
may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodi
ments may be utilized, as structural and operational changes
may be made without departing from the scope of the present
invention.

0031 Generally, the present invention provides a manner
for communicating presence information. Presence informa
tion is created at a presence server or associated system,
where the presence information is configured as partial pres
ence information that includes less than all of the status infor

mation relating to the presentity. In this manner, presence
information that has already been transferred to a watcher
application need not be unnecessarily transmitted from pres
ence servers to client watcher applications.
0032. A number of entities are generally implemented in a
presence service architecture. A presentity is an entity that
provides presence information. Another entity is a presence
server, which receives presence information from presenti
ties. A watcher is an entity that is interested in presence
information. A representative embodiment of a presence Ser
vice architecture is shown in FIG. 1.

0033 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a representa
tive presence service system 100 in which the principles of
the present invention are applicable. In the illustrated embodi
ment, the presence service system 100 is implemented as an
IP multimedia subsystems (IMS) network, where watcher
and presentity presence proxy functionalities are mapped to

mation about the watchers that had subscribed to its presence
information in the presence server 102.
0035. The Home Subscriber Server (HSS) 106 serves as a
master database and manages information relating to the
mobile subscriber, such as user profile information. The HSS
106 may support a subscription profile that identifies infor
mation for a given Subscriber Such as user identities, Sub
scribed services and profiles, service-specific information,
mobility management information, authorization informa
tion, and the like. The HSS 106 is analogous to the second
generation (2 G) Home Location Register (HLR), but also
includes information Such as location information that can be

used to develop location-based services. Third generation (3
G) HLRs are a subset of the HSS 106.
0036. The presence service system 100 also includes
watcher applications, such as watcher applications 108 and
110. Watcher applications are entities that request and/or
Subscribe to presence information relating to one or more
presentities. When a watcher application intends to access
Some presence information of a presentity, it obtains the
address (e.g., SIP URL) where the request is targeted, and the
presence server containing this presence information can
therefore be found via the network. The presentity presence
proxy 112 assists in this regard, as it determines the identity of
the presence server 102 associated with a particular presen
tity. Further, the watcher presence proxy 114 performs
(among other things) address resolution and identification of
target networks associated with a presentity. Other functions
of the watcher presence proxy 114 and presentity presence
proxy 112 depend on, for example, the relative location and
trust relations of the watcher application 108 and the presence
Server 102.

0037 Each of the proxies 112, 114 may include various
Call State Control Function (CSCF) modules. The watcher
presence proxy 114 includes a proxy CSCF (P-CSCF) 116,
and a serving CSCF (S-CSCF) 118. The S-CSCF 118 per
forms and/or assists in performing a number of functions,
including controlling sessions for the user equipment/
watcher application, obtaining the address of CSCFs in the
presentity presence proxy 112 and of the P-CSCF 116, for
warding SIP requests/responses to and from the presentity
presence proxy 112, triggering and executing services,
authentication, etc. The P-CSCF 116 serves as the point of
contact for the watcher application 108, and performs and/or
assists in performing functions such as translation, security,
authorization, etc.

IMS network elements when located within the IMS.

0038. The presentity presence proxy 112 also includes an
S-CSCF 120, as well as an interrogating CSCF (I-CSCF) 122.
The I-CSCF 122 serves as a point of contact in the home

0034. The presence server 102 manages presence infor
mation provided by one or more presence Suppliers 104. Such
as presence user agents and external presence agents, as well
as presence information provided by the network (i.e., loca
tion information). The presence server 102 combines pres
ence-related information for a particular presentity from the
information it receives from multiple presence suppliers 104
into a single presence document, based on presence attributes
and policies defined in the presence server 102. Users can
then make Subscription requests for presence information
available at the presence server 102. As described more fully
below, the users, acting as watchers, can make Subscription
requests for receiving the presence information available
from the presentity at the presence server 102. The presentity
can also make a Subscription request for receiving the infor

network or roaming subscribers currently located within that
network's service area. The I-CSCF 122 performs a number
of functions, including assigning a serving CSCF 120 to a
user performing registration, contacting the HSS 106 to
obtain the S-CSCF 120 address, and forwarding SIP requests/
responses to the S-CSCF 120.
0039. In the system 100 of FIG. 1, there are two alternative
locations for watcher applications in an IMS network. A first
watcher application 108 may be located within a User Equip
ment (UE) terminal registered in the network. In the illus
trated embodiment, the watcher application 108 can register
with the network by registering to the S-CSCF 118 via the
P-CSCF 116, such as is specified instandard IMS procedures.
Another watcher application 110 may be associated with an

network for connections destined to a subscriber of that home
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application server 124 behind an ISC interface 126 which is
described more fully below. The application server 124 may
be used to augment the watcher presence proxy 114 function
ality, by allowing a watcher application 110 to subscribe to
several presentities using a single Subscription request.
0040. The presence service system 100 includes a number
of IMS interfaces, which implement the Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) in one embodiment. The IMS interfaces asso
ciated with the illustrated architecture are referred to as ref.

erence points. A reference point P, depicted on interface line
128, represents the interface between a presentity presence
proxy 112 and a Home Subscriber Server (HSS) 106. This
interface assists in the location of the presence server 102 of
the presentity. This particular reference point P, is a C inter
face, as a C interface Supports information transfer between
CSCFs and the HSS 106. The HSS manages location infor
mation (among other things), and the C interface thus Sup
ports the transfer of at least location information between the
HSS 106, and the I-CSCF 122 and S-CSCF 120.

0041 Another reference point P, depicted on interface
segments 130A, 130B, and 130C, represents the interface
between watcher application 108 and the presence server 102.
This interface allows a watcher application to request and
obtain presence information. In one embodiment of the inven
tion, this interface is compliant with Common Profile for
Instant Messaging (CPIM) specifications using the Presence
Information Data Format (PIDF), and may be implemented
using SIP for example. A first interface segment 130A of P,
is a G, interface, which allows the watcher application 108 to
communicate with the P-CSCF 116. A second interface seg
ment 130B of P is a M. interface, which allows CSCFs to
interface with one another. The M interface therefore facili

of core networks of both mobile and fixed origin it is the
network that bridges the radio link and the IP core network.
0044) The GPRS/DHCP 206 represents exemplary com
munications standards that may be used in the IMS domain
201. GPRS is a packet-switched wireless communication
standard for Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM) that mirrors the Internet model and enables seamless
transition towards 3 G networks. GPRS provides actual
packet radio access for mobile GSM and time-division mul
tiple access (TDMA) users, and is ideal for Wireless Appli
cation Protocol (WAP) services. However, any appropriate
IP-connectivity network could be implemented other than
GPRS. DHCP is an IP addressing discovery methodology
that provides a mechanism through which devices, such as the
UE 202, can obtain TCP/IP configuration settings automati
cally through the network. The UE202 can contact a DHCP
server by broadcasting a request packet on the RAN 204 to
obtain its configuration parameters. The DHCP server allo
cates an IP address to the UE 202, and provides certain
parameters. These IP addresses and configuration parameters
are leased to the UE202 rather than being statically assigned
as in the case of Static IP addressing, thereby reducing the
work required to administer a large network. The DHCP.
apart from providing the IP address for the UE, can also
provide the IP address of the P-CSCF that is the first network
entity that the UE contacts for accessing the IMS core net
work. The DNS 212 represents a name server that resolves a
logical name (Fully-Qualified Domain Name: FQDN) into an
IP address(es) of the corresponding Internet address. Other IP
addressing discovery methodologies other than DHCP may
also be used.

tates communication between the S-CSCF 118 of the watcher

0045. A SUBSCRIBE request depicted on path 214 is
provided from a watcher application in the UE 202 to the

presence proxy 114 with the I-CSCF 122 of the presentity
presence proxy 112. Another interface segment 130C of P is
an IMS Service Control Interface (ISC) which is a reference
point between a CSCF and a server. The ISC interface thus
allows the S-CSCF 120 to communicate with the presence
server 102. Alternatively, the watcher presence proxy 114
S-CSCF 118 may directly communicate with another watcher
application 110 via an ISC interface 126.
0042. When a watcher application 108 requests presence
information, this can be accomplished using, for example, the
CPIM PIDF interface definition. A request for information is
transmitted from, for example, the watcher application 108 to
the presence server 102. If the presence server 102 authorizes
the Subscription, presence notifications are permitted to be
sent back to the watcher application 108. These notifications
may be repeatedly sent to each Subscribing watcher applica
tion each time the State of the presentity changes.
0043 FIG. 2 illustrates a representative messaging flow
200 that may be used in connection with the present inven
tion. The messaging flow 200 describes a representative
example of how a watcher can obtain presence information
for one or more presentities. The example illustrates a number
of network elements, networks, and Standards that are part of
the IMS domain 201, including a User Equipment (UE) ter
minal 202, a Radio Access Network (RAN) 204, a General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS)/Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) entity 206, a P-CSCF208, a presence server
210, and a Domain Name Server (DNS) 212. The UE 202
represents a device(s) that may include a watcher application
that is desirous of obtaining presence information. The RAN
204 is a 3G network that provides mobile access to a number

discovery. The SUBSCRIBE request is used to express the
watcher applications interest in the target presentity's pres
ence information, and thus identifies the target presentity in
the request URI. The P-CSCF208 forwards the SUBSCRIBE
request to the presence server 210, as illustrated by path 216.
The presence server 210 receives the request, and authorizes
(and in Some cases may also authenticate) the Subscription. If
the subscription is authorized, the presence server 210
responds by providing a return code of OK shown on path
218, which in turn is forwarded by the P-CSCF208 to the UE
202 as shown on path 220. At this point, the UE 202 is
watching for presence information from the target presentity.
0046 A NOTIFY message shown on path 222 is sent by
the presence server 210 to the P-CSCF208, and then on to the
UE202 via the P-CSCF208 as shown on path 224, in order to
propagate the presence information of the target presentity.
This information includes the state of the presentity and of the
subscription. The NOTIFY message thus informs the watcher
in the UE202 when the presence information of the presentity
to which it has subscriptions has been initiated or has subse
quently changed. If the presence information was received
and processed correctly, the UE 202 responds with an OK
message shown on path 226, which is received and forwarded
on path 228 to the presence server 210.
0047. In accordance with conventional presence specifi
cations and practices, the NOTIFY messages will include all
presence information relating to the presentity or presentities
to which the UE202 has subscribed. For example, the exist
ing CPIM PIDF specification specifies that the entire pres
ence information is to be sent each time a NOTIFY message

P-CSCF 210, via the RAN 204 and GPRS/DHCP206 address
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is sent. This, however, may not be desirable or practical in
Some environments, such as wireless networks. In Such envi

ronments, sending the complete presence document when
only some part of the document has changed is undesirable,
largely due to the relatively limited bandwidth in wireless
environments. The present invention solves this problem, and
mitigates the Superfluous transfer of presence information
that is already available at the UE watchers.
0048. In accordance with the present invention, presence
servers provide partial notifications regarding the presentity’s
presence state. UE Such as mobile terminals can receive these
partial notifications. While presence information includes the
presentity's communication means, the presentity's ability
and willingness to communicate, and other attributes, only
changed portions of this information is sent, thereby mini
mizing valuable bandwidth consumption. The present inven
tion provides an extension to current notification specifica
tions and any analogous notification practices, by providing
for the use of partial presence notifications. The invention
provides for the ability to indicate that only a portion of the
presence information that has been previously received is no
longer valid, and also provides better Support for presence
information versioning.
0049. In one embodiment of the invention, currently exist
ing presence specifications can still be used to provide the
bulk of the presence information. Thus, all current parsers and
specifications can be used, as the present invention provides
an extension to existing specifications. The extension can be
defined in a manner that it does not cause interoperability
problems with presence implementations that do not recog
nize the extension. The invention also facilitates versioning,
as one embodiment of the invention provides its own version
ing Support. This provides independence of application level
protocols used to transport presence documents.
0050. The present invention is described in connection
with IMS, SIP, and the CPIM PIDF specification (draft-ieft
impp-cpim-pdif-05.txt, incorporated herein in its entirety) in
order to facilitate an understanding of the invention. It will
become readily apparent to those skilled in the art from the
description provided herein that while the present invention is
described in terms of an existing presence specification,
namely the CPIMPIDF specification, the present invention is
equally applicable to other presence information data for
matS.

0051 FIG.3 illustrates a representative namespace exten
sion facilitating the use of partial notifications in accordance
with the principles of the present invention. The representa
tive namespace extension is depicted in the form of a table for
purposes of facilitating an understanding of various elements
and attributes associated with Such an extension, and the

tabular form is not intended to represent any particular data
structure associated with such information. Further, the rep
resentative namespace extension is described in the context of
IMS as an extension to the CPIM PIDF using eXtensible
Markup Language (XML). However, the principles described
herein can similarly be applied to analogous systems, pres
ence information data formats, and programming languages.
0052. In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 3, the exten
sion namespace includes various elements, including a ver
sion 300, action 308, and mode 310. The version element 300

can be used to identify the version of the entire presence
document, or a single presence tuple. When used at the pres
ence document level 302, the version parameter can provide
versioning Support across different application protocols,

such as SIP, HTTP, etc. When used at the tuple level 304, the
version parameter provides information to the watcher indi
cating whether the particular tuple should be updated or not.
A particular example of the use of the version element, both at
the document and tuple level, is Subsequently provided in
connection with FIG. 4.

0053. The action element 306 can be used within a tuple to
indicate an action to be taken by the client on that particular
tuple. Representative values associated with the action ele
ment 306 include the removed 308, and empty 310 values. For
example, the removed 308 value may indicate that the pres
ence server no longer has the particular presence information
for this tuple for whatever reason, and the client can ignore or
remove the information associated with this tuple. The empty
310 value may indicate that the client is to empty the cur
rently-stored presence information corresponding to that
tuple. Any other 312 desired value can also be used to corre
spond to desired actions 306.
0054 The mode attribute element 314 can be used at the
document level to indicate whether the notification is for an

update of a portion of the presence information, or whether
the notification is to provide a complete presence state. Fur
thermore, attributes having standard values may be provided.
To provide common behavior in the UE and to facilitate
interoperability, a set of well-defined values (e.g.,
No change, No value, etc.) may be standardized as part of
the extension namespace. For example, a No change
attribute can be used to indicate that the client should retain its

current value that it previously received. A No value attribute
can be used to indicate that the element is available for the

client, but the presence server cannot currently provide a
value for it. An example of how such standard attribute values
may be used is described in connection with FIG. 4 below.
0055. Using the extension namespace and associated ele
ments described above, notifications can be provided includ
ing only partial presence information updates. Additional,
fewer, or different elements and attributes may also be asso
ciated with the partial notification extension of the present
invention.

0056 FIG. 4 illustrates a representative program segment
400 implementing one embodiment of the namespace exten
sion in accordance with the present invention. The represen
tative program segment is described in terms of eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) to illustrate an exemplary manner
in which the principles of the present invention may be imple
mented. However, those skilled in the art will appreciate from
the description provided herein that other programming lan
guages may be used to implement Such functions.
0057 The programming segment 400 includes the XML
processing instruction and encoding declaration 402. The
body of the representative XML document includes the root
presence element 404. This element 404 includes at least one
tuple element and extension elements from other
namespaces, described more fully below. The presence ele
ment 404 includes namespace declarations, including the
namespace declaration 408 to indicate the namespace on
which the presence document is based. The namespace dec
larations can include other namespace declarations for the
extensions used. In the illustrated embodiment, two other

namespace declarations 410, 412 are provided for the exten
sions used. Namespace declaration 410 relates to instant mes
saging, and namespace declaration 412 relates to the partial
notification extension in accordance with the present inven
tion, and is named “PE' (i.e., Presence Extension) in the
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illustrated embodiment. The presence element 404 also
includes an entity attribute 414. Presence information is iden
tified by a presentity or “pres' URL of the presentity. The
value of the entity attribute 414 is the “pres' URL of the
presentity that is publishing the presence document, which in
the illustrated embodiment is someone(a)example.com.
0058. In accordance with the present invention, a version
element 416 is provided at the presence document level. The
version element 416 can be used to identify the version of the
entire presence document, where the associated version
parameter 418 provides versioning Support across application
protocols. For example, if the presence document has a ver
sion parameter 418 of “3, this indicates that the notification
is the third notification in that particular subscription. The
client/watcher will have a stored version parameter that can
be compared to the version parameter 418. This can be used to
determine whether all tuples should be obtained from the
presence server, rather than only those that might be desig
nated specifically in the otherwise partial notification. For
example, if the version parameter 418 has a value that is
greater than the value stored at the client by two or more, this
would indicate that the client has fallen out of synchroniza
tion with the presence server. In Such a case, the client should
fetch all presence tuples from the presence server.
0059 Version elements may also be used at the tuple level,
Such that version parameters are provided within one or more
individual presence tuples. The version element 420, which is
structured within tuple element 422, includes a version
parameter provided with the presence information. In this
example, the version parameter has a value of “2. When used
at the tuple level, the version parameter provides information
to the watcher indicating whether or not the tuple should be
updated. For example, the tuple 422 having an identification,
id="mobile-im, includes the version element 420 having a
version number 424 of “2. If this version number is higher
than an existing version number stored at the client device,
then the client should update this tuple, because the higher
version number 424 indicates that this is a new version of

information for this tuple (i.e., the information has changed).
0060. In one embodiment of the invention where the
CPIM specification and PIDF presence data format is uti
lized, the presence element 404 will include at least one tuple
that contains a status element. Tuple 422 in FIG. 4 includes
such a status element 426. The status element 426 provides
certain presence status information, and the illustrated Status

action element 438 is “removed 440, which in accordance
with one embodiment of the invention indicates to the client

that the call tuple no longer has an associated value for what
ever reason, and the client can ignore, remove, etc. the value.
Any number of different predetermined actions may be asso
ciated with Such an action element in accordance with the

present invention.
0062. The representative presence element 404 also
includes a mode element 442. As previously described, a
mode element in accordance with the present invention may
be used at the document level to indicate that the presence
notification is for an update of a portion of the presence
information (i.e., a “partial notification'), or whether the noti
fication is to provide a complete presence state. In the illus
trated embodiment, the value associated with the mode ele

ment 442 is an "update value 444, indicating a partial
notification.

0063 As previously indicated, a set of well-defined values
(e.g., No change, No value, etc.) may be standardized as part
of the extension namespace to provide common behavior in
the UE and to facilitate interoperability. As an example of
how Such standard attribute values may be used, a presence
element may include a tuple element, which in turn includes
one or more attributes selected from a set of well-defined

attribute values. The representative code segment below is an
example of how Such standard attribute values may be used.
<presences

<tuple id="886647846'>
<attribute 1 >
value 1
<attribute 1 >

<attribute 2)
value 2
<attribute 2

</tuple>
<presences

0064. In this example, the UE already has presence infor
mation including attribute 1 having a value of “value 1
and attribute 2 having a value of “value 2. When receiving
a Subsequent notification, the attributes may be changed in a
manner as follows:
<presences

element 426 includes a basic element 428, of which the values

<tuple id="886647846'>
<attribute 1 >
value new
<attribute 1 >

“open’ and “closed’ may be specified. These values stand for
availability of receiving instant messages if the tuple is for an
instant messaging address, which is the case for the exem
plary tuple 422. In the illustrated embodiment, the value
“open' 430 is value for the basic element 428, indicating that
the presentity is available for receiving instant messages. The
presence element 404 may include other elements, such as the
contact element 432, which includes a URL of the contact

address. The contact element 432 may include an attribute
such as the “priority’ attribute 434 that identifies a relative
priority of the contact address over the others.
0061. Other tuples may also be provided in the presence
element 404, such as the tuple 436 having an identification,
“id-call. Within this tuple 436 is another element 438, which
is an action element 438 in accordance with the present inven
tion. The action element 438, labeled “PE:action, indicates

the action(s) the client should perform on the particular tuple
436. The particular value associated with the illustrated

<attribute 2)
no change
<attribute 2

</tuple>
<presences

As can be seen, the UE can clearly interpret that the
attribute 1 has a new value, and that the UE should retain its

current value for attribute 2 because an easily recognized
standard value of “no change' has been assigned to
attribute 2.

0065 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating an embodiment
of a method for providing partial notifications to a watcher
application in accordance with the present invention.
Namespace declarations are created 500, including at least
one extension namespace declaration for element types and
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attributes associated with partial notifications. A document
level version may be identified 502, to enable the client/
watcher to determine, for example, whether it is in synchro
nization with the presence server. A mode may be identified
504, to indicate, for example, whether the presence notifica
tion provides a complete presence State or whether the pres
ence notification is a partial update. One or more tuples are
created 506. A tuple-level version may be identified 508 for
any of these one or more tuples. An action(s) may also be
identified 510 for one or more of the created tuples. When the
presence document has been created, it can be sent to the
appropriate watcher application in any desired manner. For
example, in one embodiment of the invention, the presence
document is sent to a Subscribing watcher application when
the associated presence information changes. Other manners,
Such as watcher event-triggered fetching and/or interval poll
ing, may be used.
0066 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary
embodiment of a method for processing presence information
received at a client device in accordance with the present
invention. The presence notification is received 600, where
the presence notification may be created at a presence server
or other entity in a manner Such as that described in connec
tion with FIG.5. If a document level version is included in the

presence information as determined at decision block 602, it
is determined 604 whether the document level version indi

cates that the client is in Synchronization with the presence
server. In one embodiment of the invention, this is determined

by comparing the document-level version with a stored value
at the client, and if the document level version is greater than
the client value by two or more, the client has lost synchro
nization with the presence server. In such a case, all of the
presence tuples are requested 606 from the presence server.
0067. If a mode is provided with the presence information
as determined at decision block 608, it is determined 610

whether the mode indicates if a partial update is to be per
formed. If not, the complete presence state is updated 612.
Otherwise, in the case of a partial update, one or more tuples
may include a version value. Whether a tuple includes a
tuple-level version is determined at decision block 614. If the
tuple includes a tuple-level version value in accordance with
the present invention, it is determined 616 whether the ver
sion has changed, which in one embodiment is ascertained by
determining whether the client version is equal to the tuple
level version provided with the presence information. If the
values are equal, then no change of presence information has
occurred over what the client already knows, and the tuple is
not updated 618. Otherwise, the tuple is updated 620. For any
of the tuples, it may also be determined 622 whether the
particular tuple includes an action in accordance with the
present invention. If so, the action(s) is performed 624.
0068. The present invention may be used in connection
with different interface data formats, protocols, etc. FIG. 7 is
a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a
method for communicating information between presence
servers and terminals coupled to the presence servers via a
network, independent of any particular interface format. At
least one presentity to which a terminal/watcher has
requested presence services is identified 700. A presence
document is created 702, where the presence document
includes presence information corresponding to the presen
tity. The presence information is configured 704 as partial
presence information including less than the totality of the
presence information available for that presentity. The pres

ence document, including the partial presence information, is
communicated 706 to the terminal(s) that requested the pres
ence information.

0069. The terminals having the watcher applications
described in connection with the present invention may be
any number of terminals, including desktop?personal com
puters, workstations, large-scale computing terminals, wire
less terminals, or any other computing device capable of
executing presence awareness applications. The wireless ter
minals include devices such as wireless/cellular telephones,
personal digital assistants (PDAs), or other wireless handsets,
as well as portable computing devices. The mobile terminals
utilize computing components to control and manage the
conventional device activity as well as the functionality pro
vided by the present invention. Hardware, firmware, software
or a combination thereof may be used to perform the various
watcher application functions and associated features as
described herein. For purposes of illustration and not of limi
tation, an example of a representative mobile terminal com
puting system capable of carrying out operations in accor
dance with the invention is illustrated in FIG. 8. It should be

recognized, however, that the principles of the present inven
tion are equally applicable to standard computing systems.
0070 The exemplary mobile computing arrangement 800
Suitable for performing the watcher application functions in
accordance with the present invention includes a processing/
control unit 802. Such as a microprocessor, reduced instruc
tion set computer (RISC), or other central processing module.
The processing unit 802 need not be a single device, and may
include one or more processors. For example, the processing
unit 802 may include a master processor and associated slave
processors coupled to communicate with the master proces
SO.

0071. The processing unit 802 controls the basic functions
of the mobile terminal as dictated by programs available in the
storage/memory 804. Thus, the processing unit 802 executes
the functions associated with the watcher functions and asso

ciated features of the present invention. More particularly, the
storage/memory 804 may include an operating system and
program modules for carrying out functions and applications
on the mobile terminal. For example, the program Storage
may include one or more of read-only memory (ROM), flash
ROM, programmable and/or erasable ROM, random access
memory (RAM), subscriberinterface module (SIM), wireless
interface module (WWI), Smart card, or other removable
memory device, etc. The program modules and associated
features may also be transmitted to the mobile computing
arrangement 800 via data signals, such as being downloaded
electronically via a network, Such as the Internet.
0072. One of the programs that may be stored in the stor
age/memory 804 is a watcher program 806. As previously
described, the watcher program 806 can fetch and/or sub
scribe to presence information of one or more presentities.
The watcher 806 and associated features may be imple
mented in software and/or firmware operable by way of the
processor 802. The program storage/memory 804 may also be
used to store data 808, such as the various document and tuple
version values, or other data associated with the present
invention. In one embodiment of the invention, the programs
806 and data 808 are stored in non-volatile electrically-eras
able, programmable ROM (EEPROM), flash ROM, etc. so
that the information is not lost upon power down of the mobile
terminal 800.
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0073. The processor 802 is also coupled to user interface
810 elements associated with the mobile terminal. The user

interface 810 of the mobile terminal may include, for
example, a display 812 Such as a liquid crystal display, a
keypad 814, speaker 816, and microphone 818. These and
other user interface components are coupled to the processor
802 as is known in the art. The keypad 814 includes alpha
numeric keys for performing a variety of functions, including
dialing numbers and executing operations assigned to one or
more keys. Alternatively, other user interface mechanisms
may be employed, such as Voice commands, Switches, touch
pad/screen, graphical user interface using a pointing device,
trackball, joystick, or any other user interface mechanism.
0074 The mobile computing arrangement 800 may also
include a digital signal processor (DSP) 820. The DSP 820
may perform a variety of functions, including analog-to-digi
tal (A/D) conversion, digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion,
speech coding/decoding, encryption/decryption, error detec
tion and correction, bit stream translation, filtering, etc. The
transceiver 822, generally coupled to an antenna 824, trans
mits and receives the radio signals associated with the wire
less device.

0075. The mobile computing arrangement 800 of FIG. 8 is
provided as a representative example of a computing envi
ronment in which the principles of the present invention may
be applied. From the description provided herein, those
skilled in the art will appreciate that the present invention is
equally applicable in a variety of other currently known and
future mobile computing environments. For example, the
watcher application 806 and associated features, and data
808, may be stored in a variety of manners, may be operable
on a variety of processing devices, and may be operable in
mobile devices having additional, fewer, or different support
ing circuitry and user interface mechanisms. It is noted that
the principles of the present invention are equally applicable
to non-mobile terminals, i.e., landline computing systems.
0076. The presence servers or other systems for providing
presence information in connection with the present inven
tion may be any type of computing device capable of process
ing and communicating presence information. The presence
servers utilize computing systems to control and manage the
presence awareness activity. An example of a representative
computing system capable of carrying out operations in
accordance with the invention is illustrated in FIG. 9. Hard

ware, firmware, software or a combination thereof may be
used to perform the various presence awareness functions and
operations described herein. The computing structure 900 of
FIG. 9 is an example computing structure that can be used in
connection with Such a presence system.
0077. The example computing arrangement 900 suitable
for performing the presence activity in accordance with the
present invention includes the presence server 901, which
includes a central processor (CPU) 902 coupled to random
access memory (RAM) 904 and read-only memory (ROM)
906. The ROM906 may also be other types of storage media
to store programs, such as programmable ROM (PROM),
erasable PROM (EPROM), etc. The processor 902 may com
municate with other internal and external components
through input/output (I/O) circuitry 908 and bussing 910, to
provide control signals and the like. The processor 902 carries
out a variety of functions as is known in the art, as dictated by
Software and/or firmware instructions.

0078. The server 901 may also include one or more data
storage devices, including hard and floppy disk drives 912,
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CD-ROM drives 914, and other hardware capable of reading
and/or storing information such as DVD, etc. In one embodi
ment, software for carrying out the partial presence notifica
tion operations in accordance with the present invention may
be stored and distributed on a CD-ROM 916, diskette 918 or

other form of media capable of portably storing information.
These storage media may be inserted into, and read by,
devices such as the CD-ROM drive 914, the disk drive 912,

etc. The software may also be transmitted to the presence
server 901 via data signals, such as being downloaded elec
tronically via a network, such as the Internet. The server 901
is coupled to a display 920, which may be any type of known
display or presentation screen, such as LCD displays, plasma
display, cathode ray tubes (CRT), etc. A user input interface
922 is provided, including one or more user interface mecha
nisms such as a mouse, keyboard, microphone, touch pad,
touch screen, Voice-recognition system, etc.
(0079. The server 901 is coupled to other computing
devices, such as the landline and/or wireless terminals and

associated watcher applications, via a network. The server
may be part of a larger network configuration as in a global
area network (GAN) such as the Internet 928, which allows
ultimate connection to the various landline and/or mobile
client/watcher devices.

0080. Using the description provided herein, the invention
may be implemented as a machine, process, or article of
manufacture by using standard programming and/or engi
neering techniques to produce programming Software, firm
ware, hardware or any combination thereof.
0081. Any resulting program(s), having computer-read
able program code, may be embodied on one or more com
puter-usable media Such as resident memory devices, Smart
cards or other removable memory devices, or transmitting
devices, thereby making a computer program product or
article of manufacture according to the invention. As such, the
terms “article of manufacture' and "computer program prod
uct as used herein are intended to encompass a computer
program that exists permanently or temporarily on any com
puter-usable medium or in any transmitting medium which
transmits such a program.
I0082. As indicated above, memory/storage devices
include, but are not limited to, disks, optical disks, removable
memory devices such as Smart cards, SIMs, WIMs, semicon
ductor memories such as RAM, ROM, PROMS, etc. Trans

mitting mediums include, but are not limited to, transmis
sions via wireless/radio wave communication networks, the

Internet, intranets, telephone/modem-based network com
munication, hard-wired/cabled communication network, sat

ellite communication, and other stationary or mobile network
systems/communication links.
I0083. From the description provided herein, those skilled
in the art are readily able to combine software created as
described with appropriate general purpose or special pur
pose computer hardware to create a mobile computer system
and/or computer Subcomponents embodying the invention,
and to create a mobile computer system and/or computer
Subcomponents for carrying out the method of the invention.
I0084. The foregoing description of the exemplary
embodiment of the invention has been presented for the pur
poses of illustration and description. It is not intended to be
exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form dis
closed. Many modifications and variations are possible in
light of the above teaching. It is intended that the scope of the
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invention not be limited with these illustrated embodiments,

but rather the scope of the invention may be ascertained from
the claims appended hereto.
What is claimed is:

1. A computer-readable medium having instructions stored
thereon which are executable by a computer system for com
municating presence information between presence servers
and terminals coupled to the presence servers via a network
by performing steps comprising:
identifying at least one presentity to which a terminal has
requested presence services;
creating a presence document including presence informa
tion corresponding to the presentity;
configuring the presence information as partial presence
information comprising less than a total of the presence
information available for the presentity; and
communicating the presence document having the partial
presence information to the terminal requesting the pres
ence information.
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